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Editorial. 
Bishop Gilmour of Cleveland has broken out again. Now he 
threatens to excommunicate not only parents who send their 
childre~ to the public schools but also the members of the labor 
unions and benevolent societies which have the suspicion of se-
crecy about them. We respectfully request our American fellow 
" citizens to indulge this eccentric and troublesome prelate 
with a su~pension of their judgment until we see what direc-
tion his disease takes and until science informs us whetheritislo-
cated in the cerebrum, the cerebellum, or the medulla oblongata. 
Of all persons who argue against the public schools, one of 
their own graduates and beneficiaries is the most inconsistent and 
odious. To hear one boast of his business ability and mental 
grasp in one breath, and argue against the institution which gave 
him both in the next breath, to watch a man of standing who, 
but for the public high school, would be trimming hams in 
Bridgeport or driving oxen in Wisconsin, in his efforts to crip-
ple and destroy the efficiency of the high schools, would mystify 
a sage, were not the explanation to be found in the fact that in-
gratitude is the mastering trait of a base mind, and that the tirst 
impulse of a low nature is to drag down the' person or thing that 
raised it to a degree of respectability for which he was " not con-
genitally designed. 
A weap'on of defense of the public school system that has not 
yet 1?een tried is that of independent educational journalism. 
The monthlies have been too tame and dignified, and altogether 
too tender of the feelings of our enemies. A lit,tle peppery per-
sonality would not be out of place just about these times, and 'we 
feel quite in the mood of indulging in it. We have in mind a 
certain party who has plotted for years .against the schools and 
given them ells of printed abuse, and yet, when lately his SQre 
conscience was touched with the feathered part of an edi-
torial quill, he whined_ like a whipped cur. The fact is that 
the means, motives, and character of those who have been 
bothering us of late could sc~rcely pass well-lighted inspection. 
There is not one of them that could not" be demoralized with a 
stick of type and killed professionally and politically in a column 
of printed matter . 
The suggestion of the WEEKLY that the course of the division 
high schools of Chicago be so revised as to connect them with the 
Central High School instead of being independent, rival side-
shows, is meeting with favor in every quarter, except, perhaps, 
at the hands of the ill-omened party whose ml'ddling resulted 
in the mutilation of the high ~chool course in 1875. The num-
ber of advanced studies pursued should not exceed three; no 
study should be commenced that can not be mastered, or that is 
pursued in the Central High School; and the whole course should 
be preliminary to, and preparatory for, not parallel with that of 
the Central. Now that the West Division High School is to be 
housed in a new and commodious building, would it not be well 
to layout a clear and reasonable outline of instruction, one 
which shall feed the Central with pupils, instead of the present 
plan, whose effect is· to starve it? Will the Board please consider 
the matter? The charge " that the g~aduates of the'- "division 
schools are conceited beyond t he notion of pursuing their studies 
farther may not hold good in many casf!!j. but it is"nevertheless 
true that a short and superficicial course in a certain branch is 
not the proper 'preparation for the exhaustive pursuit of th~ sa~e 
branch in- the more advanced curriculum of the Central. Better 
not touch a study until students are ready to" handle it in ear-
nest. "A little learning is a dangerous thing" is a warning 
that should ever be heeded by those who expect to accomplish an 
academic course. " 
ROUGH IT. 
IT is a great mistake to hold out to pupils the promise that com-parative idleness or genteel employment will he the reward 
of diligent study and advanced scholarship. Rather should la-
bor, profitable and intelligent, but still labor, be presented as the 
reward of good conduct in school. We need mission;iries to 
preach the gospel of. truth and temp~rance; not le!\S is our need 
of apostles to preach the gospel of hard work.. 
It i; in work, not in idleness, that happiliess is found; and it 
is ,very strange that teachers fail to impress this truth on the 
minds of their pupils but hold up to them false pictures of a life 
of idleness. 
Parents are as silly and misleading as teachers in this matter. 
"I want him "to stay at school so that he will not have to dig, as 
his father has to I" cries the misguided and misguidIng mother, 
little knowing that such talk dinned into the boy's ears tends to 
make of him a man as much inferior to his honest, hard-working 
father as it is possible to imagine; and the teacher listens and 
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smiles and humors the conceit, instead of advising the woman to 
set the boy at hammering or digging beside his father. No boy 
who graduates from the high school should fail to learn a trade, 
if he has a taste for mechanics. His term of schooling is the 
best possible preparation for such a course, and in the shop his 
education wiII tell much more than it would behind a counter or 
over a ledger. 
In propagating the· notion that education will prove a substi-
tute for hard work, commercial colleges are peculiarly mischiev-
ous ; but all our schools are bad enough in this respect to make 
it obligatory on each to cry peccavi ! Let us preach the beauty 
and potency Of honest, hard, manual labor for a decade, and see 
what will come of it. 
It is a pity that. we cannot have an industrial attachment to 
our system, in which the activity which now vents itself on the 
streets much te the danger and discomfort of the grown-up popu-
lation, might be utilized, and a preparation given to youth of a 
mechanical turn for journeyman work in a shop, or, at least, an 
advanced apprenticeship. As we are situated circumstances are 
against us. The trades unions limit the number · of apprentices 
and tile boys themselves have a ct aze not for work but for " busi-
ness. " If they file _papers or sweep an office /loor, it is 'tbusi-
ness." Our system will not be perfect till we have facilities for 
tur.ning the activity of. children into regular and legitimate chl!-r.-
nels, )lor ,will our code of ethics be complete till the virtue of 
hard work is made the axis of our system. Then will true motive 
and rational effort radiate from the center and happiness an~ 
prosperity line the periphery. 
THE GRADING 9F COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 
MR. A. L. WADE, of Morgantown, West Virginia, county superintendent of schools, h'lS introduced, and carried fQ.r-
ward to gratifying results, a "graduating sysfem" in the public 
schools of Monongalia county which has attracted considerable 
attention in neighboring co~nties, and which has been adopted 
in several other counties in that state and in various p'laces in 
W~stern Pennsylvania. The various features of this system ha~e 
been discusse<l at most of the teachers' associations throughout 
. the country; although their adoption has no~ in general been 
thought advisable. According to Mr. Wade" the' plan which he 
has so success full y carried out for four years past has produced an 
"educational revival" in that part of the country. According to 
his plan a course of study is adopted for the free school branches, 
the more advanced pupils being organized into four separate 
classes according to their grades. ' A time is fixed in which each 
pupil is expected tl) complete the course; an annual examination 
is held, with !'commeneement" exercises in each district, and 
diplomas are granted to those who, u'pon examination, are found 
fo be worthy of them. Among these graduates alumni associa· 
tions are formed, and an anpual catalog is published by each 
district, in which the 'names of graduates and undergraduates ap-
pear in the classe.s to which they respectively b'elong. "It is sim· 
ply applying te fninarJsclioots a . system which, 'centurieJ ago, . 
was adopted in universities and colleges, and more· recently in 
academies and high schoels." ___ . 
There can be no question but that such a course will very mao 
terially' quicken the intereSt of both pupils and parents in the pub· 
lic schools. The same personal ambition is appealed te in the' 
children as that which i nspires the academic or college stuQent ' 
to apply himself dHigently to his studies, and fin ally graduate 
from the course with a 'formal certificate of attainments. ' And r 
this is als.o the testimony of Supt. Wade after having well tried 
the plan. He says, "Wherever it has been properly tested. it 
has created an interest among pupils and parents never before 
witnessed in free school work." He furnishes abundant testi-
mony of a similar kind from others who have tried the plan, and 
strongly urges its general adoption throughout the country. 
Hon. John D. PhilbrIck writes under date of Feb. 28, 1879, 
" Your system, wisely administered, would produce, without 
doubt, very beneficial results. * * * From your report I feel 
convinced that you are doing an admirable work, and I have no 
doubt that your county ought to be marked as a . bright spot on 
the educational map of this country. " . 
'~ The tendency toward such a "graduating system" is apparent 
in the public schools of the cities and larger villages everywhere. 
Each year some city school adopts for the first time the vractice 
of giving diplomas or certificates to pupils who are not expect-
ing to remain in school long enough to reach the highest depart-
ment. And where the rural schools are competently superinten-
ded and the ... atrons are generally constant from year to year, it 
is not only possible but certainly desirable that the course of study 
should be definite and uniform in the various districts of a coun-
ty. However, without a competent superintendency, such a sys-
tem would .result iJ'!, just that which is now everywhere condemn -
ed and in too many places practiced, especially in the primary 
grades, viz. : a dystem of cramming and over-work which is the 
result of an ambition to accomplish the most possible in the 
shortest time. If with the experience and ability of our city su-
perintendents and teachers, there is still an evident excess of 
competition, too much high pressure, and too little individual in-
struction, how can younger and less experienced teachers be ex-
pected to avoid these evils? Further, it may be tolerable for the 
young man 'or woman in !lc'ademy or college to be placed on-his, 
her, their~mett1e, and tested to the highest capacity, yet if such 
strain should be placed upon the delicate and sensitive nature of 
childhood, the result would be disastrous in the extreme. It is 
just this fault which is to·day provoking most criticism and threat-
ening most seriously the unity of the system in large cities. 
The Jow.er grades are sufferiI;lg from over-taxation. Too much is' .., 
·required of pupils and teachers, as the result of severe grading • 
The memory is pressed beyond its natural capacity, and the edq-
cation of the child is lost sight of in the anxiety to accomplish 
the results indicated by the printed "course." 
While we do not aq ::ept the implication, yet we find so apt an 
illustration of our point in some recent remarks of the mayor of 
the. city of Worcester, Massachusetts, that we quote them as show-
ing the views held by many prominent and well-meaning men, 
and the features of our present public school work which need 
to be most carefully examined, and defended if defensible, . or 
modified if vulnerabl e. . 
"That the system has some advantages, more particularly of an adminis· 
trative character, will not be denied. It has the .a~ty to deal with a larger. 
number of scholarS, in the same length of time, p~_a~s than any other. ' But 
the dealing is not of the right kind. It is lhe pouring in, rather than the 
drnwing oliCIt ; iWays crams, but rarely tea'ches. And the question which 
ls"il'ow agitating the minds of some of our best educators is, 'whether the sac_ 
rifices demanded by it are · not too great for the benefits derived from it ; • 
whel\1er there is . nol more lost in the quality of the teaching than there is 
gained' in th! quantity ; whether the whole system is not too mechanical, too : 
artificial, dealing too much willi formulas and too little with ideas; wliether 
the attempt to apply the same treatment to different minds and different tem. 
peraments, the dull dragging down and impeding the brigbt and active, fOl' 
the sake of carrying them along t9gethedn the Slime grade, is not worse than 
usel~posit!veJy ~nous; whether there is not great danger in the a~t!=IDpt . 
r • 
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- to bring all diversities of gifts and talent s which may be found in the differ-
ent members of a school into one arbitrary line, for the purposes of a ~eneral 
treatment, applying to each and all the same inflexible and unyielding rule, 
and so incurring the risk of crushing out every trace of the natural and the 
true, in the pupil, and substituting the more shapely and comely, perhaps, but 
less desirable, and less attractive form of the artificial and the false; whether, 
in brief, the process which the system calls for has not the tendency, from its 
very character, to turn out from our schools mere machines, rather lhan think-
ing, reasoning, and well educated men and women_" 
This question is one of great importance in the administration 
of our public school system, and the friends of that system 
should give it fair and sober consideration. While, therefore, 
the WEEKLY would approve and defend every such movement as 
that of Supt. Wade in West Virginia, if judiciously and wisely 
conducted, it would caution all wh'o are devoted to such pro-
gre5sive steps to advance slowly, and carefully guard against 
abuses. which are apt t.o follow close upon the heels of all true 
progress. Anything which will elevate the teacher ~nd his 
work, anything which will deepen the interest of parents in the 
education of their children and secure for the teachers and the 
schools better facilities and better cf)mpensation, anything which 
wiII tend to popularize the public schools of the country, 
should receive the encouragement of all who have been connect-
ed with these schools as teachers or pupils and thu5 learned by 
experience their value and importance to the highest interests of 
the people and the nation. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-ITS NEEDS-ITS DEFI-
CIENCIES. 
THE chief obstacle obstructing the progress of educational ad-vancement in this country is the want of skill and power in 
elementary training by the great mass of parents and teacht:rs. 
Because the first stages are both formative and fundamental, and 
because the young mind is itself unskilled in the use of its powers, 
ingenuity, tact, and a clear perception of the capabilities and 
aptitudes of the child are essential in the /early instructor. Ev-
erybody theoreti~ally . admits this truth. That the family, th.e 
kindergarten, and the primary school, above all other agencies, 
do their work intelligently and wisely, no thoughtful person pre-
tends to deny. But when it comes to the application of these 
theories in practice, there is a diversity of opinion that leads to 
great embarrassment. Parents, kindergartners, and primary 
teachers need more skill, a clearer fnsight into the nature of the 
child, and a more subtle adaptation of means to ends than any 
or all other classes of persons engaged in the work of education . 
The question of all others ,in this important field of effort is, how 
shall the necessary skill, insight, and power of adaptation be 
secured in the service? Shall they be left to the chances of 
spontaneous development? or to the operation of the law of de-
mand and supply? Or, is it, possible that they may be developed 
through the use of means specially adapted to the purpose? May 
these "talents" be cultivated, increased , indefinitely multiplied 
like other talents by judicious exercisp wisely diverted to the end 
in view? 
The fine art and the high art in teaching are really demanded 
in the so-called lower grades. The character of the child and 
the future character of the man also are, in the main, determined 
during the first seven or eight years. The most momentous is-
sues of life and, indeed, of the entire duration of existence, are 
at stake in the character of the influences and associations of this 
seed time. ·What we want, therefore, is not alone the gift of 
teaching the contents of the text-book, but that far higher capa-
bility of forming right habits and shaping the character of chil-
. dren during this critical formative period. Our school work is 
perverted from its true purpose, and the ends of education are 
defeated by machine teachers and machine boards profoundly 
incompetent to deal with the delicate and important interests un-
wisely entrusted to them. Of the letter there is an abundance, 
but of the spirit of teaching there is a grave' defi : iency every-
where. But' how are true power and skill to be secured to a 
sufficient extent to meet not the demand so much as the need of 
the hour? for the need is far greater than the demand. 
The complaint is made in high quarters that too much time is 
wasted on the elementary studies. If any time at all be wasted, 
surely too much is wasted. Wherever there is a lack of skill and 
power there is waste and, worse still, a perversion of the facul-
ties. The skill being given, the waste must disappear, because 
the former implies the wisdom rightly to judge of the time as 
well as of the re(Iuisite manner, methods, and motives involved 
in the work. Elementary teaching should always be thorough, 
exact, disciplinary, and formative. Its objective points should 
be the habits and character It demands first a mastery of the 
subject-matter of instruction; second, a comprehensive familiar-
ity with child-nature, and third, the skill to apply this dual 
knowledge to the attainment of the highest and best interests of 
those who are to be taught It takes cognizance of the morals 
and manners, the sensibilities and th~ will, the thoughts and ac-
tions of the child, and seeks to mold him into the similitude of 
that perfect chal acter which fits a man for all spots and crises. 
Now there are two theories as to the best method of supplying 
the power and skill required by the exigencies of elementary in-
strnction, and there are two systems based upo~ them, both of 
which have their advocat~s. One of these plam is as old as the 
institutions of education themselves. The other is compara-
tively speaking a modern innovation, the 'outgrowth or expe-
rience and of a sound educational philoSJphy . . A consideration 
of the character and- merits of each must be reserved for tlie 
future. They need too extended a treatment for the limits of 
the present discussion. ; 
REVIEWS. 
Eng-lislt Huto,y in Skort Storits. Revised edition. A. S. Barnes & Co., 
New York, Chicago, and New Orleans Mailing price ~I.~. 
The "stories" in this volume are rather disappointillg as 
"stories," though quite jnstructive as compendiums of facts . 
Every page is interesting, for every page furnishes some'inform,a-
tion respecting what we have all hea~d or read about. The facts 
presented are the most essential ones in the history of Great 
Britain, and so prudent has the author been in the 'use of words 
that even many . details are' given briefly. A descriptive 
sketch of every county in Great Britain and Ireland is one of 
the unique features of the book The index. at the close of the 
volume is good enough for a cpmplete his~orr, whi~h shows that 
the li.ttle volume ltontains V:~ry much wi~hin smllll campass and 
may be used as a work of reference, where simple facts are de-
sired. It must serve as an excellent aid to the memory of ope 
who is studying English history. 
4 Skoddng Story. By W!lki~ Collins. Price teo cents. New York: A. 
S. Barnes & Company. 
This little pamphlet contains a story that reads like a narration 
of 'facts, and interests mainly because the characters seem J.'k 
living persons; It is an aecount of an English lady of rank Ih e 
. falls in love with her groom. He 'tum-s out· to be the iilegiti:at~· 
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son of her uncle's wife, the uncle being unaware of this. They 
were married, the uncle was reconciled, procured an appoint-
ment for him which took them out of England, and the story ends, 
leaying the couple in unspeakable bliss, the usual stopping place. 
, EXAMINING TEACHERS. 
DAVID KIRK, Minnesota. 
THIS important work is frequently delegated to ignorant or dishonest persons, and it is not uncommon to see a large 
class of tea<;hers in charge of an examiner who is neither a prac-
~ical teacher nor a fair practical scholar. In this state, (Minne-
sota) county superintendents-the examiners of teachers for the 
rural districts-need not know how to read. These officers are 
elected by the people, and the state constitution makes all elect-
ors elegible to any elective office. . 
Any skillful politician may aspire to the county superintenden-
cy, and a man ' may be a skillful politician in the modern 
sense though his literary attainments are very slender. 
Of course, some g<;lOd men are elected, ~but the selection of a 
competent superintendent is generally accidental and his stay in 
office is limited to one term. The sight of an incompetent ex-
aminer going-through the form of examining a body of teachers, 
. many of whom are infinitely his superiors. and exercising all the en-
ergil!S of his unlettered mind to conceal his ignorance from the keen 
eyes of his class, is a sad one, and one might naturally exclaim, 
~urely this man will be repudiated by the people when they dis-
cover how inefficient he is I Philosopher of little depth! This 
examiner is a man "after the'people's own heart, and, stupid as he 
is, he has perceived the essence of the old Roman saying, "The 
world is willing to be deceived, therefore let it be deceived." 
The examiner who practically puts his certificate into a basket 
and tells the teachl;rs to help themselves to one each, is the one 
who gets a certificate for himself in the fall-a certificate of elec-
tion to his pffice. 
I willl~ave ~his part of my subject with the commonplace re-
mark that the examiner of teachers should be a man of judg-
ment and scholarship, and \he additional observation that he 
should ':lot be elected by the people. As to the nature of the 
questions, I hold that simple practical questions are better than 
difficult or unusual ones. They should be cOniprenhesive, i?ut 
not exhaustive. ,Let the examiner depend maInly on the na~re 
of the answer, in determining the standing of the teachers. 
Consid~r whether the answers are .full or meagre. Often a pa-
r~nthetlcal remark ~f ~he teacher's will throw a Bood of light on 
hiS menta~ characterIstics . • Study the examination papers well, 
for the ,nllnd of the teacher is spread out on his paper. Is the 
teacher neat and slovenly in his mental methods? Look at his 
paper. Is he proficient in or thography, syntax etc.? Look at 
his paper. Is he acquainted with the subject ' under c~nsidera­
t!on? Study his answer carefully. Notice whether the mistakes 
if any, are errofS' of in,!ldvertence, or dense ignorance. ' Se; 
whether the correct answers are clear or cloudy. ~ - ---. 
But i,t is frequently saId that the teachers arc embarrassed at 
public examinations, and cannot do themselves justice. Such 
embarrass!Oent should be taken into consideration, but not as an 
excuse 'for a bad failure. The 'teaCher who is so 'easily embarass-
ed that he fails altogether, in consequence, is unfit to teach. 
•. "But James and Julia were never examined by t!te written method 
and cannot prepare 3 good ,paper." Then let them go to school 
where written examinations are a feature of ~he c;:oql'lie~ r~rs9ns 
.... -.-~ .. --- .. ~ 
who cannot express their ideas in writing are not fit to teach .. 
"But John is 'rusty' and Araminta is in poor health." Then let 
John brighten up, and let Araminta improve her health; for nei~, 
ther is fit to teach as he is. or as she is-( alas, alas, Mr. Editor" 
where is that new pronoun you have been looking for ?). 
If possible, ask a good many oral questions, and require: 
prompt oral answers, and mark the results at the time. 
Where the written answers fail to indicate the candidate'S; 
scholarship satisfactorily, the oral answers may supply the defi ~ , 
ciC;pcy. And there is the advantage in the use of oral questions" 
the teachers cannot anticipate them, or receive assistance froml 
others in answering them. How should answers be marked?' 
This is an important question .• In the case of examination of 
pupils in the schools it is well enough to give accurate percen-
tages. These in the long run will truly indicate their standing inl 
the several branches. But teachers are examined only once to.. 
determine their grade for the term or year. 
A more general view of their answers should therefore be tao. 
ken. I have long been of the opinion that the schedule of per-, 
centages on a teacher's certificate should be discarded for some; 
verbal statement giving in a general way the impressions of the; 
examiner. The skillful examiner can say whether an arithmetic; 
paper is good, poor, or fair, but to dedde whether it should be: 
marked 69 per cent or 70 per cent'is a matter that consumes at 
good many brain cells. The average school trustee can under-
stand the value of the word' excellent as applied to a te,acher"&; 
standing in grammar, but the arithmetical representative of a cer-
tain per cent of correct answers looks to him like an ancienlt 
hieroglyph. 
Examinations should be public. Teachers who cannot under-
go the ordeal of a public examination are not fit to teach. How' 
many questions should be given? That is a matter for an expe~, 
rienced examiner to determine. In general it is better to give: 
many short questions covering considerable ground, than a few' 
long and difficult questions that refer to a limited portion of at 
subject Shall scholarship alone be considered.;> No, but it is; 
about the only element of a teacher's qualifications that can be: 
weighed at a formal examination. Ability to teach, when it can. 
be ascertained, should be taken into consideration. The subject 
is endless, and my pen moves slowly, for I am not now actively 
engaged in the work of education. By and by I will send the 
WEEKLY some queer answers to examination questions, serving 
to illustrate the crude ideas of some would-be teachers, and 
showing at the same time the difference between mistakes of ig-
norance and mistakes of iuadvertence. 
CHICAGU NOTES. 
The Chicago Times has been guilly of more enterpri, ( This time it is an 
enlargement of the p~g~ and the use ~f type large e" ngh for a religions heb. 
domadal. Now the TIm .. has machinery and type and, in fact, everylhing 
but editors. 
The teachers received nearly half a month's pay last Saturday, notwith. 
- standing the kindness and liberalily of Comptroller Farwell, who wanted to 
apply the money upon the Gage defalcation, Mr. Farwell is noted for his 
good disposinon toward the teachers. When he is looking for office again 
~ey will remember hIm in their prayers. 
It i~ safe to say Ihat no large city of the United States has school buildings 
10 uUlformly convenient, commodious well·lighted and II d th f .. . '. . , we . -arrange as 
ose 0 .C~,cago. For thIS stale of IhlDgS the credit is due to James Ward 
Esq., BUIlding and Supply Agent of the Board who '. . II d h 
. ' onglna y urge t e .con-
s~ction of a more elegant. and spacious class of structures than those at first 
a~lpe~ I~cb iii the Jones, Kinzie, Franklin, Washington, and Scammon; , 
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not to exclude the Deaborn, which, when built, was said by the press to be a 
pro~r edifice for a lunatic asylum, to which its projectors should be the first 
subjects committed. 
From the erection of the Haven to that of the Throop, there has been at 
least no falling off in tbe excellence of design in school houses. A new 'and 
admirable class of buildings, containing each fifteen rooms, is now springing 
up in various parts of the city. This fact is only one of the signs of the re-
turn of good times to the school system of Chicago. The present plan is to 
have on each of the three floors two rooms in the front half, and three in 
the rear, which projects sufficiently on either side to admit of that number 
and allow broad stairways for entrance and exit. The halls are wide, the 
heating and ventilation up to the latest improvements in that line, and all the 
other appointments, stairways, dressing-rooms, and corridors, equally well 
adapted to school purposes. The credi~ of these later improvements is due 
principally to A_ C. Bartlett Esq_, Hon. P. A. Hoyne, U. S. Commissioner, 
and Chr. Hotz Esq., the latter of whom, being an engineer and architect, has 
given the erection of the newer buildings his personal supervision. The sum 
of $140,000 has been appropriated by the Common Council to carry the good 
work forward. Our song now is, "Wait a little 10n2:er," and "Hard times, 
come again n.o more." 
The report of the Committee on Mathematics for the revision of the course 
of study is admirable in every particular. It is definite, explicit, and well 
graded. ' It is sufficiently specific to fit our ci~cumstances exactly, and general· 
enough to apply to any series of text-books and any system of grade£! schools. 
The cbairmanof this committee is Mrs. E. F. Young, Principal of the Scam-
mon School. 
This has been an unlucky term in the matter of holidays. Washington's 
birthday had the perversity to come on Saturday, and this week SI. Patrick's 
Day came and went, and it never occurred to Mr. Wells to close the schools. 
But we do not give up. All Fool's Day is not far off. Then we shall see 
what we shall see. 
GREAT ATTRACTION!!! 
This departtnmt ne xt wuk will tontain an artide entitled 
YEO, HEAVE.HO ! 
OR 
. THE SHIP OF FOOLS, 
Being ~n account of th.e voyage of a party of Chicago teachers to Europe 
next summer. 
LOOK OUT FOR SQUALLS ! 
A very ~e measure was taken at the last meeting of the Board of Edu-
cation in raising the average for a teacher's certificate to 80 per cent and 
thereby exCluding all the persons examined. Were it not for their extreme 
secrecy, the recent eXamIDations for teachers' certificates in this city would be 
quite farcical. There is no reason why these examinations should not be 
announced as long beforehand' and as publicly as the advertisements for bids 
for building, heating, and furnishing school houses. By such publicity, which 
we hope to see practiced in the future, teachers from a distance will be at-
tracted to the examinations and a better grade of ialent secured than that 
which has characterized our recent importations; always provided that the 
salaries be raised 25 or 30 per cent above the present figures. 
At last week's meeting of the Board of Education, it was decided to 
name the new school at the corner of Wabash avenue and Eda street the Ray-
mond School, in bonor of B. W. Raymond. It was also decided not to give 
certificates to any applicants for positions as grammar teachers, who d,d not 
reach a percentage of 80 on examinanon, and that no such applicants should 
receive certificates as high school teach~rs . Report was made adversely to 
reading the parables of the New Testament in the public schools, as there is 
no book containing the parables in a condensed form. 
DON'T DO IT. 
Don't do it, girls. A late circular from the office gives implied permission 
to teachers to inflict corporal punishment. Taking advantage of such per-
mission will bring us back to barbarism. It is not sufficient to advise teachers 
~ make whipping the last resort. When flogging is at all contemplated, it 
will be the first, not the last means of discipline. It is the speediest, the 
easiest, the one that first suggests itself, and the Olle most in harmony with 
the teacher's feelings at the time it is merited. In the same circular, punish-
ments are classified as follows: 
1. PRIVATIONS.-Such as not being permitted to enjoy the following priv-
ileges: I. Of attendance at school; 2. Of recess; 3. Of reciting with class; 
4. Of seat in the school-room; 5. Of play; 6. Of dismissal with school-mates; 
and also, 7. Fines for injury to school property. 
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT.-As: I. Extra tasks; 2 . Reproof; 3. Cen-
sure; 4. Discredit marks; 5. 'Confinement ; 6. Disgrace by suspension or 
.expulsion; 7. Corporal punishment. 
. We cannot testify to the wisdom of the above classification. It is danger-
ously suggestive. We .are so progressive that we believe in memorizing the ' 
seven corporal and th~ seven spiritual works of mercy, but not in dw';llinl: 
with fascinated attention upon the seven deadly sins. The above category is 
a brace of seven mortal sins against the spirit of good government. There is 
not a practice mentioned that the schools did not make it a point to crush out a 
some time or other. As the discipline of a school improves, one after the 
other of the above modes of government is dropped, until, as the 
system approaches perfection, the various modes of punishment totally dis-
appear. By banishing the thought of punishment, we banish tbe need of it, 
if our administration is strong. Now, our system has such momentum tbat a 
penal code would seem to be superfluous. If, however, flogging be necessary, 
don't du, it girls; let the principals do it. Most of them are large enough, 
and all of them are ugly enough-we allude to the men of course-to be qual-
ified for tbe job. 
DON'T OVERLOAD THE PRIMAIlY GRADES. 
We beg of the committees now in the act of Jlrafting a graded course not 
to over-load the lower grades. The most satisractory work we ever had in 
tbe lowest grade was wben children were promoted from it on being able to 
read, wtite, and spell ISO worru., and count to one hundred. Then tbey were 
moved on and kept interested in their work, whereas, now they literally soak 
in the grade, remaining in it till nine, ten, or eleven years of age, pushed up 
and down, according to the exigencies of the seating accommodations, till 
finally discouraged into a state of permanent apathy. One educational <jJlack 
after another has fastened what be thinks should be learned upon the primary 
grades until they embrace a quite extended curriculum. Many seem to have 
forgotten that the grades are inverted and that what is now called First Grade 
is not the one in which cbildren are prepared for the bigh scbool. 
One lunatic wants geography introduced into the First Grade, whereas the 
only geography attempted sbould be the child's residence and the cardinal 
points of tbe compass. Another candidate for Elgin wants elementary as-
tronomy taught in the primary department, so that cbildren may know the 
relation of the earth to the sun and moon, and cease wondering ab~ut the 
. stars. It is easy to determine what relation the moon be~ to bis head, av-d, 
as to the dars, tbe only ones most of our youth are trouble'<! about are thbse 
worn on tbe breasts of policemen. Still another lune contemplates the rein-
troduction of oral instruction, embracting botany, zo31ogy, natural philosophy, 
and chemistry, even to the latest 1evelopments of science in the hands ot 
Keely· and Edison. This matter 'of oral instruction was thoroughly tried in 
Chicago and dropped from the course only two or tbree years ago witb a 
prean of hallelujahs. The oral course is very limited and practical in San 
Frilncisco where the people have keen commcln.sense, but is still advocated 
in Boston by an educational Bunsby named Eliot. We want none of it in" 
Chicago. The cry is raised by demagogues and their duPes that so large a 
proportion of children leave school from the lower, even from the lowest grade. 
So they do, and if the lowest grade is made much harder they will leave school 
without going any farther. It is the enemies of the schools and their official 
tools that have forced this over-crowding of the lower grades upon us, and 
now they point to the disproportion of numbers in the higber and in the lower 
grades as proof of the failure of the system. 
In framing a· graded course, the lady principals shoulri have the chief voice 
for they bave taught in tbe several grades, and know what they are talkin; 
about. 
The bad ell'ect of the ahsence of all drill' in' mental arithmetic is keenly 
felt in the upper gradeS. If~ pupils have to multiply or divide merely by 10, 
tbey must needs take penCil and paper to do it. Rather than tolerate this 
slowness 'and deficiency we had better resort to the use of Colburn's. But the 
whole difficulty c~uld ~ remedied by ~e adoption of a text-book containing' 
good mental exercises 1D numbers prehminary to the written treatment of the 
several subjects. G~~e us this or a separaie text-book on mental arithmetic. 
The teachers were f>aid $22,664 last Saturday, about "'~ .,.,r c;ent Qf the 
pay ~ll for the month of Januarr. 
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Practical Department. 
The counting by a given number, as by 2'5 to 100, 3'S to 6o, 
4'5 to 48, or by 8's to 24 is of small value as a method of drill . 
It is purely mechanical. A child will rattle off 3, 6, 9, 12, IS, 
18, etc., without knowing the meaning of the work and will be 
stalled when asked how many are 9 and 3, or II and '2. True 
dril,l is secured by ringing changes on the combinations when 
the figures in column are identical, or, better still, by rapidly 
fo'otingup columns of different figures. The so-called grouping 
is of little practical utility. The most accurate accountants add . 
one column at a time, and they are also the most rapid. The 
following will illustrate our meaning: 
2 2 
'2 2 ' 2 
2 2 
2 2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 2 
2 2 
2 2 2 
2 2 
2 2 2 
2 I 2 
FIRST GRADE DRILL. 
2 2 





,1 2 2 
2 2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 2 




















The above columns should be rtad off not sjld/d; as, in the 
second column, I, 3, 5,7. etc_ 
SECOND GRADE DRILL. 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 
tiguous base spheres to nearest surface of the detached sphere, the number of 
propositions may be increased to sixty . 
H= h+d ; h=H-d; dcH-h ; W=lO+d : lO=W-d; d= W-lO. 
V(d'-td') or ~'(fd')=distance from center of top sphere to point of con-
tact of the two contiguous base spheres, being the distance from one angle to 
the middle of the opposite side of the equilateral triangle each sIde of which 
=d. 
v(fd' - n' )=distance from point of contact of the two cQntiguous base 
spheres, to a point in the plane of the base of the tetragon directly under its 
apex. 
I'(fd' - n'+!d') or V(d'-h')=distance from point !o platn of base of tet-
ragon directly under its apex, to center of one of the contiguous base spheres. 
V(d'~A')-id=distance from point in plane of base of tetragon directly 
unde'r"its apex to surface of one of the contiguous base spheres; being the 
same distance to surface of the detached base sphere. 
.·.V(td'-h")+V(d'-A")-!d+!d=distance from point of contact of the 
two contiguous base spheres to center of the detached sphere=w; hence w 
= V(fd'-A')+V(d'-':h' ) (I); this gives 1U, when d and I. are given. 
From this formula we readily find 
h= 1'!:(7- ~)_w' (2) ' 
"S Sw" 4 , . 
this gives I., when 10 and d are given. 10= W - d; substituting this value of 
win (2) we have 
A= I~-;:-(-;--_~-_d-'::-' =-'"')-_=(W"---:;;:tf). 
"S 7 S(W-dJ' 4 (3); 
this gives A when Wand dare given. 
H=h+d; hence 
H={~(7 _ _ d'_ )_(W-d)"} ! +d (4); 
8 S(W-dJ" 4 
this gives H, when Wand d are given. 
Fro", this formnia the value of tI, in terms of Wand H, can be found. Its 
rednction leads to 
25d'-16(5W+8H)d3+8[13W'+8H(H+4W)]d'-64W[W'+2H (H+W)) 
d=- 16W'(4H,+W") (5) 
This general formula gives d, when Wand H are given. 
Introdncing values of H=2; and W= 3, we have 
25d'-496d3+z728d'-5568d= 3600 
When the globes are placed in their most compact form, taking 'd= I; H 
will = 1-Hrv6; also when the detached base sphere 1s placed at its greatest 
possible distance, J-I must exceed one. 
In the given example, H being 2; d must be between 2 and (6-1'24) . 
3 3 3 4 4 
3 3 3 4 4 


















Hence although the resulting equation gives four real positive values of d, 
I yet it contains but one root that will fulfill the conditions of the pr9blem. By 
the general Rule for the numerical solution of higher equations, or by Hor-
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 
3 I 2 4 I 2 3 5 I 
In the Third Grade, 6'5; 7'5, 8's, 9'5, I I '5, and 12'S should 'be 
treated in the Sdme manner. 
TSE TRIANGULAR GLOBE PROBLEM. 
(Republi.hed from No. 97.) 
F.,ur globes each of the same size are placed in a box thre~ feet long and 
two f~et high. Two of the spheres rest against, and exactly reach across' one 
end of the box. The third rests against the middle of the op~ite end of 
the box. The fourth, when resting on tbe other three, just reaches the top of 
the box. 
Required the diameter of the globes. 
To make the solution general : Let W=lengtb of pile corresponding to 
length of box. Let w=dista Ce from point of contact of the two contiguous 
b~ globes to tbe center of the detacbed globe, being tbe lenp of baSe 
of tetragon formed by connecting centers of three bottom globes to center 
of the top sphere_ 
Let H=beight of pile corresponding to helll:'bt of box. 
Let A=perpendicular hei~t of t~gon . 
Let d=diameter of a sphere. 
We now have five terms, two of which being given, either of the other 
thr 'e can readily be found, giving rise to thirty distin..ct propt»itiolUl. 
And if we inttoducc n=the di.tance from the point "f contact of two con-
ner's method, we readily find d=1.2441022 feet. Am. D. H. D. 
WOODFORD Co., ILL •. ' 
= ====== 
A PROBLEM WITH SOLUTION. 
To tAe Editors of the Weekly: 
Last year I observed the following problem propounded in you paper, with 
a request that· a solution be sent. Having seen no solution offered as yet, I 
enclose the following. 
OAK PARK, ILL., March 10, 1879. 
Respectfully, X. Y.Z. 
PROBLEM :-A man bought a piece of land for $3,000, agreeing to pay 7 
per cent interest, and to pay principal and interest in 5 equal annual install-
ments; how much was the annual payment? / . 
SOLUTION:- $3,000+5=,600. 
Int. of $3,000 for I y. at 7 per cent=$21O, +,600=$810, am't of 1St. paym't 
.. .. '2,400 .. I'" ".." .. =$168, +,600=$76S, .. .. 2d. 
.. ",1,800 .. I .. ...... .. ='126, +,600='726, .. .. 3d. 
.. $1,200 .. I" ...... .. =,84, +,600=,684, .. .. 4th. 
-- " u ',600 U I U U U Ie U =142, +,600=,641 , U If sth. 
'3,630+5='726, average payment. 
$3,630= sum of 
The owner of the property should receive ,810 at the end of the first year; 
if he receives but '726, he loses the interest of the difference, or $84, for 4 
yean. 00 t~e second payment, he loses the interest of $42 for 3 y. On the 
third, there is neither gain nor loss, while on the fourth and fifth there is a 
£ain : or,-
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$810-$726=$84,X$.28=$23.52=am't of into lost on 1st payment. 
768- 726= 42,X .21= 8.82 " 2d. .. 
726- 726= o,X .14= 0.00 ".. ., " " " 3d. 
726- 684= 42,X .07= 2.94 ,," .. "gained" 4tb. 
726- 642= 84,X 0= 0.00 "" " " .. " 5th. 
'32.34, total amount lost, minus $2.94, total amount gained, equals $29-40. 
Tbis sbould be added to tbe entire payments, tbat there may be neitber gain 
nor lo~s , $3,630+$29.40 =$3,659.40,+5=$731.88. 
Tbe answer in tbe book, Robinson's Prac., p. 341, is $731.67+, but I 
think the above result is correct. 
A SPECIMEN LETTER FORM. 
Bl.OOMINGTON, IND. 
Tues., March 4th, 1879. 
MR. WINCHEl.l., 
I once saw a leading lawyer of our bar, after writing a 
short letter in the court room, tear off the blank paper, remarking" 'Tis use-
less to send all this paper;" ILDd tben adding "I remember the lesson of 
economy given me long ago by an honored teacher," he enveloped, stamped, 
and mailed tbe rest. . ' 
Now this man 
1st. Saved to himself a triflt, perhaps balf a cent both in paper and in time. 
2d. He saved ·to the mail a trifle in useless weight. And 
3d• He saved to bis correspon~nt a trifle both of time and of trouble in 
handling, labehng, ' and filing away a. useless bulk of paper. But these five 
trifles put together and then multiplied by 50 millions of such letters passing 
annually thro' the mails make up an aggregate of vast importance; an ago 
gregate that affects the price of paper and the cost of . postage, and tbus the 
welfare of every man tbat writes or reads. Shall this silly babit of sending 
blank paper tbrough tbe mails continue? 
All waste is a sin. For Jesus taught "Gather up tbe fragments that nothing 
be lost." ' And doubly a sinner is be who wastes both the time and the prop· 
ertyof others in a needless waste of his own. Please see in the WEEKl.Y of 
26th Dec. [pg. 332] under "An Enonomical Amen," how business men re-
gard this matter, and then give us at once a good lesson on Economy and a 
good Form for an ordinary letter. 
Y'rs truly, M. M. CAMPBELL. 
We have publisbed the above letter as Mr. Campbell wrote it. He bas two 
or three hobbies, and we believe letter forms is one of them. The above is 
one of his finest speciniens. He lIsually carries his notion of brevity and 
economy so Car that the abundance of abbreviations in his letters is ludicrous. 
ly out of harmony with the frequency with which his paragraphs occur. . One 
of the most important features of a good business letter is its clearness, and 
the facility with which it may be read. Any letter written so closely as to 
cause trouble in reading cannot be said to be a Itood model for learners, and 
many a letter is laid aside for answer at "a more convenient season" simply 
for this reason. A letter crowded into one small sheet which ought to cover 
two or three does not deserve to be read; it is an imposition upon the one to 
whom it is addressed. Write plainly; use plenty of paper; and sign your 
name and address distinctly, and you have ~one more toward producing a 
perfect letter than by the observance ,of all the rules of the books for "forms" 
and styles. What a business man notices and is interested m is what you 
write, not how you write. Begin anyway and c'ose anyway, but be sure your 
utter carl be read easily, and as accurately understood.-EDS. 
ON THE FORCE OF CERTAIN LETTERS. 
To tilt Editors oj the Weekly,' 
In No. lOS, p. 76, Mr. Doty gives some remarks on phonetics. You, no 
Qoubt, are desirous of presenting sound doctrine, and of giving the "other 
side;" when a mere profile view has been given of any important matter. 
Mr. Doty says that w .in wind, work, etc., has the 8ame sound "exactly" as 
the u mJul/; also thary may be discarded, as its office is always. performed 
, by i.short, as in yard = iard __ yount = iung. I know another old phonetician 
who insists that wood = wwd. And a spe!ler by a southern author, published 
in New York, says on its page 60. "Are oet and wet the same? If so, from 
what vowel comes w?" From 0 in do. "So compare eok and yoke." Tbere 
i. need of more thorough slIIdy of the elements of speech in all our training 
schools for teachers. Wand Yare consonants because they are produced by 
contacts which break the even vibrations of the flow 'of breath. In the case 
fIl w the lips are touched together lightly; in the case of y the tOl1&lle and 
sides of the palate ; in the case of DO tbere is a smooth unbroken breatb flow 
through a definitely sbaped and changelessly beld passage, and so with u, 
and witb all other vowels. 
Mr. Doty would di.card X. It is a very useful and convenient repre~enta, 
tive of ks, and entirely harmless. Let it stay on awbile. W. 
THE NEEDED PRONOUN. 
To tlu Editors of the Wtekl,,: 
Rev. Jobn's paper, given in No. 106, p. 88, seems to me full of sound truth 
and good advice. Wbile the subject is up I will, if you like, contribute men· 
tion of a pronoun wbich is in general use in some of the western counties oC 
England to express the common gender (masc. or fern.) and singular number. 
The only reason wby its use is not accepted in tbe schools is apparently tbe 
"odi proJanum vulgus," which disdains any provincialism as sometbing low, 
some'hing not found ' in tbe books. But in these later times, and in tbis less 
aristocrallc coun~ry, we accept many a convenience from very bnmble sources 
and lowly lips. 
Tbis dialect pronoun is simply a sbort a, whicb sometimes deltenerates info 
tile natural vowel or front mouth improvement of a mere grunt-u as in ugly. 
And the declension is 
NOM. a or i\ 
POSSe a'z or u'Z 
OOJ. an or un 
And it is used tike this: .. If the person who lo.t a's purse will call at'this 
office a will perbaps hear of it." (In which, however, as Mr. John says, Ibe 
article it would serve better than the pronoun). So, again, "There is a beg. 
gar at the door." "Well, give un that piece of bread and meat." W. 
A CALL FOR LIGHT. 
To tht Editors of tht Wetkly: 
Will you or some of your correspondents give me a full solution of the fol-
lowing question: 
Wbat time is it wben % of the time past noon equals 2'9 of the time froin 
tben until midnigbt ? 
Such questions I do not understand, therefore I need and ask for a little 
light. IGNORANT. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL. 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS-EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, 
ONTARIO. 
SECOND CLASS TEACHERS AND INTIrRMEDlATE.-GEOGRAP)fY. 
Values. I 1i"'t- Two Hours. 
--5- I. Explain the (aust~ of the change of seasons. 
10 2. In what month does a place on the Arctic Circle have it. long-
est day? Wbat is the length of that day? State the relative lengths 
o( day and night in the Soutb Frigid Zone on that day? . 
'10 3. New York is situated 74° west of London. A' vessel sails from 
New York, and her chronometer keeps New York time. On a certain 
day her chronometer marks 28 minutes past 10, when the sun shows 
it to be 12 o'clock. What is the longitude of the vessel? , 
5 4· You have a ~rgo of tea at Hong Kong whi'ch you wish to bring 
to Toronto. Mention the cbief places you would pass or go through 
by the most direct route. 
IS 5. Where do the wholesale merchants of Ontario procure the largest 
quantities of Rice, Sugar, Coal, Coal Oil, Iron, Manufactured Hard. 
ware, Watcbes, Earthenware, Silks, and Cottons? 
5 6. Where are Isothermal lines most nearly 'parallel witb the equator? 
10 7. Name the towns in Ontario where other Railroads make connec· 
tions with the Grand Trunk R. R. 
20 8. Sketch a map of Turkey in Europe showing the position of the 
Danube, the Balkan Mts., Roumania, Servia, Bul2&ria, Rustchuk, 
Plevna, and Constantinople. . 
20 9. , What and where are' the following :-SlIIttgart" Metz, Lipari, 
Gothlanp, Toulon, Weser, Ortegal, I;.uzon, Kbiva, Aden, Macassar, 
Lualaba, Lena, Everest, Sucre, Vosge~ Frio, Canso, Aspinwall, and 
Dantzic. 
-Some forty years alto th~ program of one of the concerts of the Norwich 
Musical Feltival contained the following list of pieces and of singers. It can 
hardly be considered overloaded as regards punclIIation. The "M e .. iah" 
was to be performed, and the numbers ran somewhat in this way: "Comfort 
'ye Mr. Hobbs. But wbo may abide Mr. Balfe. Behold ~ virgin M:r. Young. 
Behold darkness snail cover Mr. Phillips. Rejoice greatly' Miss. Birch. He 
shall feed Miss Hawes. Come unto me Madame Stockhausen." 
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THE STATES. 
NllBIlASKA.-The thirteenth Annual meeting of the State Teachers' As· 
sociation will be )leld at Hastings, March 25, 26, 27. PROGIlAM : Tum/a)! 
roenin!, 7:30; Address of Welcome, Hon. R . A. Batty;'-Mayor; Response, 
Prof. C. B. Palmer, State University; Lecture, Dr. Robert Curry, Prin. State 
Normal School. Wedntstiay, 9 A . M.: President's Address, Hon. S. R. 
Thompson, State Sup't; A Normal Training for Teachers-Prof. C. D. R,a:ke. 
straw, Principal Central Normal School, Gen.oa; 'Kindergarten Methods for 
Primary Schoois, Mrs. A. Marston, Beatrice; Miscellaneous Business. Wed-
nmia)!, ,, P . M.: Natural History in' the Common School-Prof. H. H . 
Nicholson, State Nor~al; The Spelling Reform, Prof. A. R. Wightman, 
Fremont ; Practical Education, Prof. H . H . ' Wilson, Seward. Wednesday . 
tVening', 1:30; ' Lecture-"Berlin and its Schools," -Prof. Geo. E. Church, 
State University. Thursday , 9 A. M.: The High School QuC!tion, Prof. J. M. 
McKenzie, Brownville; LangJIage in the Primary School, Miss Mary Mc-
Cowan, Omaha; Changes in the School Law, Hon. S. R . Thompson, State 
Superintendent. TlJusday,,, P. M;: The Three Nesses-Neatness, Truth· 
fulness, and Polireness-Pro(, H . N . Blake, Beatrice; A Course of Study 
from Real Life, Prof. C. H. Crawford, Omaha ; Misce~aneous Business. 
T;'ursday Evening', 7:30: Lecture-The Metpc System, Pres't D. B. Perry, 
Doane ·College; Social Reunion. The time occupied in the reading of a 
paper is not to exceed twenty minutes. Each paper will be followed by dis· 
cussion; speakers being limj ted to ten miuutes. The exercises will be inter-
spersed with music by a select company of singers .from the State- Normal . 
School, under the direction of their Instructor, Professor D. B. Worley. Mem· 
bers of the Association paying fuJI fare going will be returned at one·fifth 
fare, on presentation of the certificate of the President of the Association. 
Ladies will be entertained in private families free. Hotels will give reduced 
rates. 
KANSAS.-The legislature made an appropriation of twenty-five thousand 
dollars for ihe erection of the Normal building at Emporia, the citizens of that 
place contributing a like amount. It will be remembered that this building 
was burned not long since. . 
An appropriation of ten thousand dollars was also made for the State Uni-
versity at Lawrence. It is understood that this amount is to be expended in 
furnishing the University with an observatory. 
A bill was passed providing for the selection and purchase of a site, and the 
erection and eqUipment of State Reform School buildings. The buildings are 
to be within five miles of Topeka. . 
President John A. Anderson, of the State Agricultural College at Manhat-
tan, having taken his seat as member of Congress, is succee~ed by Prof. E . M. 
Shelton, formerly Professor · of' Practical Agriculture. His appointment is 
however temporary. Prof. S.II'elton is also editor of the Industrialist, a PaPer 
pubJisbed by tlie college. ' 
INDIANA • ..,.Purdue University has recently received a valuable entomologi-
cal collection by donation, from Mr. Fred. H. Schenck, U. S, Consul •. at 
Barcelooa, Spain. The Collection embfl!CCS 62 grand families, and 2,000 
lpecimens. It has been collected during the past foor years by Mr. 'Schenck, 
from Europe, Asia Minor; .and Africa. The collection is put up in 27 cedar 
boltes of conveuient pattern for exhibition, each specimen being properly 
cluailied aJid, named. ,The wbole is valued at '1,000. 
Some enthDliastic. reformer. who bas great reverence for the "original ideas 
of the fathers" recently introduced a bill into the Indiana legislature, in 
effect repealing all school legislation since 1865. Superintendent Smart be-
ing asked whether he would support such a step, replied that he would do so 
most heartily, provided he might suggest one amendment, viz. , to repeal the 
act of 1865. . 
The "Fourth Summer Tramp" from Butler University willieave Indianap. 
olisfor New York June 12; "ihence to London,Rotterdam, and up the Rhine ; 
thence through Switzerland on foot, from Interlaken to Lake Como; thence 
by rail to Venice ; returning via Milan to Lago Maggiore; on foot again to 
Visp; thence by rail to Monthey ; on foot to Chamouny ; thence to Vernayaz 
and Geneva; thence by rail to Paris, with finally a walk through Normandy, 
returning to Indianapolis about Sept. 20. Fee, $25. Noone who cannot "rough 
it" need apply. Party limited to twelve, half ladies. Special attention given 
to Nlittlral History. Chief Director, Prof. D. S. Jordan, Irvington, Ind. 
IOWA.-SUpt. Sabin, of Clinton, has been invited to read a paper before 
the Wisconsin State Teachers' Association at the meeting in July at LaCrosse. 
He will conduct the Normal Institutes in Clinton and Monona counties this 
summer. Th~e counties are to be congratulated upon their good fortune in 
securing the services of an able educator and indefatigable worker. 
Two ladies, Mrs. M . C. Clark and Mrs. M. P. Phelps, were elected .school 
directors of Grinnell, without opposition. 
There was a spirited contest over the school election in Davenport. Two 
new members, Messrs. Bryant and Klug, were elected. . 
The public schools of Clarinda have been under the ~anagement of Prof. 
Woods for seventeen years. 
Keokuk pays her school superintendent '1,300 per annum, and the princi-
pal of high school, $ 1,200. 
The presidents of the school boards of Marshall county are to meet March 
22, for the purpose of regulating teachers' pay through the county. 
The Chickasaw county normal institute began a three weeks' session on the 
17th. Co. Superintendent Collins is conductor, Miss Carrie Bassett, Assistant, 
and Messrs. Breckenridge and Weld are the instructors. 
MICHIGAN.-S. S. Hamill's · first course of lessons to the students of the Law 
Department of Michigan University was so entirely satisfactory that he was 
immediately reengaged for a .second course. . 
The present law relating to school libraries provides that "All fines allowed 
and collected in the several counties and townships, for any breach of the 
penal laws, shall be exclusively applied to the snpport of such libraries." A 
proposition to amend the law on the plea that comparatively few of the town-
ships comply .with the requirements of the constitution and the law on the sub-
ject, and that the funds are otheru-ise appropriated has called out a vigorous 
protest, and it is hoped that the law will remain un.chan.ged. . • 
Rice A. Beal has given to the Regents of the UnIversIty a deed of h,s mter-
est in the Beal-Steere collection, valued at '110450, which is to be turned over 
to the' University on condition that the Regents build a fire· proof museum 
building in which to place it. 
March 12, Dr. G. R . Thomas lectuted beforethe Detroit Scientific Associa-
tion on "Hygiene of the Teeth," in which he advocated the chewing of gum 
by children to enable them both to clean their teeth and at the same time to 
assist their digestion, care, however, being taken to swallow the saliva. The 
primary cause of dyspepsia is lack of saliva. . 
The last educational bill before the legislature is Senate bill No. 75, intro· 
duced by Senator Halbert, of Livhigston county. It provides for a county 
board of three examiners to be chosen by the township superintendents of 
eacb county. 
Following are the arrangemens thus far made for teachers' institutes to be 
held during the week 01 the spring vacation, beginning ~rch 31: Branch 
county, at Coldwater; J. S. Crombie local committee, ~osfph Estabrook, con-
ductor. Calhoun counly, at Marshall; Henry N. French, local committee 
and conductor. Clinton county, at St. Johns; D. B. Yutema local committee, 
Z. T ruesdelconductor. Grand Traverse county, at Traverse City; L. Roberts 
local committee, H. A. Ford conductor. ;£ngham county, at Mason; D . J • 
. Darrow,local committee, D. E. Haskins conductor. Ionia county, at Ionia; 
J. W. Ewing loca'l committe and ' conductor. Kent county, at Ada; O. J . 
Stillwell local committee, A. J . Daniels and E. A. Strong conductors. Lapeer 
county, at Lapeer; Oliver G. Owen local committee, \Vm. H. Payne conduc· 
tor. Lenawee county, at Adnan; E . G. Walker local committee and conduc-
tor; Musk~go!l county,at Muskegon; C. L . Houseman local committee, R. 
W. PuhtlUJl conductor. Saginaw county, at St. Charles; D. W. C. Tiffany 
local committee, C. B. Thomas conductor •• Wayne county, at Wyanaotte; 
I 
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Miss Belle Widner local committee, I. W. Morley conductor. Wexford county, 
at Cadillac, April 7; F. C. Pifer local committee, H. A. Ford conductor. In 
addition to the persons named above, the following, among others, will con-
stitute the corps of instructors: T. W. Harvey and Miss Ross of Ohio, su-
perintendent of public instruction C. A. Gower, deputy superintendent W. L. 
.Smith, E. Olney, 1. N. Demmon, J. M. B. Sill, Frank Peavey, W. S. Perry, E. 
II. Fairfield, jr., E. V. W. Brokaw, N. H. Walbridge, E. P. Church, T. C. 
Gamer, Clark Stanton, Geo. E . Cochran, J . A. Corbin, P. D. Cornell, Geo. 
D. Herrick, Z. C. Spencer, P. A. Latta, C. Van Dorn, Samuel Dickie, J. G. 
Plowman, Mrs. Kate B. Ford. 
A senate bill now before the House provides for paying Regents and visi-
tors at the University at the rate of $3 per day for the time spent by them in 
the · performance of their duties, the Regents, however, not to have to pay 
for more than 24 days in each year. 
The faculty of the StAte Agricultural College hav~ been doing most excel-
lent work this winter in conducting Farmors' Institutes in various parts of the 
state. 
The total enrollment in the Saginaw City schools on January 31, 1879, was 
1,513, as against 1,466 last year at same date, a gain of 47. The average 
number belonging for the year to date is 1,225 against 1,186 for last year; 
the average attendance each half-day is 1,165, against 1,121 for last year. 
Bills have been introduced into the Senate to provide a gymnasium and de-
partment of physical instruction at the University, and to create the office of 
Representative District Superintendent of Schools. 
Prof. McLouth, of the State Normal School, delivered a lecture entitled 
"The Mammoth Cave," before the teachers of Montcalm county at their re-
cent meeting in Greenville. 
, O~lo.-Fire d~troyed a portion of the building of Buchtel College March 
4. It was constructed six years ago at a cost of $15°,000, and insured for 
135,000. The entire loss by the fire will not exceed $12,000. 
We make a special request of our. Ohio friends that they will furnish the 
editors of the WEEKI,Y with more educational news from their own localities. 
The newspapers of the state that we have thus far been able to obtain do not 
afford us much assistance in keeping our Ohio readers posted. Send in the 
items, and you will do a favor to the editors and yourselves. Send either to 
Mr. Stevenson or the Chicago office. Your home newspaper may contain 
now and then an item which, if plainly marked wit" a pen and sent to our 
office, would find its way into this column. 
ILLINOIS.-Mrs. Mary L. Carpenter, superintendent of Winnebago county, re-
quested the Directors of the County Agricultural Society to provide for an ed-
ucational department at the next annual fair, and the sum of '50 was accord-
ingly appropriated for premiums. Mrs. Ca~penter. has arranged for her annual 
teachers' institute to be held t~e first week m April, as usu"l. Supt. Doty, of 
Chicago, will lecture on Fridayevening, April 4· 
The closing session of a series of sixteen institutes which have been held 
the present year by the teachers of Peoria county was held in Peoria, March 
8. Essays were read by Prin. Mathews, of Chillicothe, H. J. Clark, W. 0 
Childs, Anna Somers, and Miss Lida Black. Pres. Hewett, of Normal, ad-
dressed the institute in the afternoon. The essay read by Miss Somers will . 
be published in pamphlet for circulation among the school officers and citizens 
of the county. 
At the eleventh anniversary of the State Industrial University at Cham-
paign, a gratifying condition of affairs was exhibited. Dr. J . M. Gregory was 
unanimously reelected Regent of the University, an office which he has filled 
with distinguished ability and success since the founding of the institution. 
Miss Lou C. Allen was m~de Professor of Domestic Science, which is a 
marked sfep in advance. 
BBLLBVJLLB, ILLS. March II, 1879. 
To llu Eailor. ifllu Weekly : 
The teachers of St. Clair county organized on the 8th inst. a county association. It i. to 
be a permanent organization, holdin, four regular sesslOns 'yearly and such special meetings 
as may be thought necessary. The object of the association is to create a unlon of interest 
among the leachers of the county and awaken an ujrit de . corjs. The teachers also pro-
pose publishing in .one or mo~ county papers articles pertaining to education, hoping there. 
by to arouse in the community a greater i~tez:st in the schools. Un~uestionably, the peda_ 
gogic profq.sion ought to be elevated and Its IDftuence upon the pubhc ought to be extend· 
ed. If the teachers feel the dignity of their calling and worle. together for the advancement 
of tbe interC!tts of the public schotlb and tbeir own wel(a.re, we hope that sometblDg may be 
accomplished. Our association begins with amembcrshlp of seventy. We should be &lad 
to have the tcachels of other counttes form similar orgalZ3tions, for if the teachers are all 
inspired by the silmespirit and act together, like sensible, cultured, and independent men 
and women, we believe that our profession may commilnd more respect and may ex~ a 
~ter influence for good. It is our desire to co-operate with lim liar organizations elae~ 
wli ..... to all of which .e:Selld ifCetil!&. 
Mr. Slade, our State Superintendent, was present at our first meeting and gave his cncour. 
agement to this undertaking of his former associates .. 
Communications to the association may be addressed to the Secretary, Mr. Kenower, of 
Mascontah, St. Clair Co. Our next regular meeting will be held at Lebanon on the second 
Saturday in June next. COMMJTTBB ON PUBLICATION. 
WISCONSIN.-The Wisconsin Teachers' Association will meet this summer 
at La Crosse, July 8-11. 
Rev. Dr. DeKoven, of Racine College, has been elected rector of St. 
Mark's Church, Philadelphia. 
New Lisbon and Evansville high schools are having'a month's competition 
over the matter of tardiness. A little friendly emulation between schools is 
as good as between pupils. 
The political geography of the state was disturbed by the last legislature to 
the extent of adding three new counties; the additiori having been performed 
by division and subtraction which beats all the mathematical men in the 
country by several points. TeacherS should trace these new counties on a 
good map, and so be prepared to instruct their pupils pr?perly. We now have 
sixty-three counties in the state. The east part of Oconto becomes Marinette; 
the west part of Oconto becomes New; and a strip from the east side of 
Chippe.wa and the west side of Lincoln is called Price county. 
Since Principal Westcott took charge of the Racine public schools, about a 
year and a half, the attendance upon the High School has increased 60 per-
cent. The board has given him additional room at a cost of $8,500, and is 
about to add four. rooms to one of the ward school buildings. If they keep 
on, the old renown in school matters WIll certainly come back, ana possibly 
to stay. 
Supt. C. W. Roby sends us the annual report of the schools of LaCrosse, 
for which he has our thanks. The report makes out a splendid showing for 
the schools in every way. When a city with 3,968 children of school age at-
tains 96.22 per cent of attendance, and only 226 cases of tardiness in ihe 
whoie year, it is to be warmly congratulated. What city in the state has done 
better? What city anywhere has done better? Trashy and pernicious read-
ing matter is denounced and a public library advocated, and the high school 
training is defended vigorously against the aspersion that it unfits a girl or boy 
for the active duties of life . . The omission of Greek is at last advised, and 
the admission made that, all told, there were only five pupils pursuing that 
branch at different times during the year. Provision has been made for 
meetings of teachers in same grade for comparison of methods, and much good 
is expected from them. About four '''ousa'''' visits 01 parents and others 
are reported by the teachers as well as 185 by Commission!"" and 564 by the 
superintendent. This accounts for some of the above-mentioned prosperity. 
Money paid fo,' good supel"lJision of sc"ools is well expended. Ther~ can be--no 
success in school-work till this law is acted upon. One of the wise (not new) 
recommendations is that of maximum and minimum salaries in each grade, 
adjusted to til~e of successfnl service. 
MlssoURI.-A. E. Higgason, Superintendent of the Independence City 
schools, says that the schools during the present session have, in most cases, 
been too much crowded to expect elfe~tive work from either teachers or pupils. 
• 
KENTUCKY.-The Eclectic Teadltr still claims to be "the only educational 
journal south of the Ohio river." It should open its eyes and look around 
upon the younger aspirants for piace, and give them ~espectful recognition. 
NEW ENGLAND.-The students of Trinity College having disobeyed an or-
der of the faculty, eight of the most prominent offenders were suspended and 
required to leave town. Other students asked that this decision be recon-
sidered, but the faculty remained obdurate, and now the yo~ng men. refuse to 
atttend any college exercises. They have appealed to Bisliop Williams. 
1 • 
An exchange says that sixty-eight Minot sahool-boys at Neponset were 
flogged the other day for running away to a neighboring school during recess, 
six rattans and an hour's lime being consumed in the operation. . 
The evening schools were started at Holyoke in 1868 by George C. Ewing 
when he was superintendent. That wi~ter's attendance was 20 girls; this · 
winter's attendance n~mbered 300 pupils with 17 teachers. 
The school committee at Amherst, Mass., ask for an appropriation of 
,8,000 for the schools for the coming year, which is the same as last year. 
They give a table of appropriations and expenditures for the last ten years 
whic~ shows that this su~ is one· third less than the highC!'t amount ev~r ap-
pt'opnated for schools, which was, from all sources, '13,340 in 1872-73. 
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·OFFICIAL . DEPARTMENT. 
NEBRASKA. 
HON. S. R. THOMPSON, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
I. The County Treasurer has no right to cbarge a percentage for handling 
the state apportionment. County Superintendents should see to it that he is 
not allowed to do so. 
. 2. " In regard to the disposal of license moneys, tbe following seems to be 
the substance of the Supreme Court's decision: When the money is derived 
from a license issued by tbe County Commissioners, it goes into the school 
fund of the county; but when the money is derived fr~m a licensegtanted by 
a city, it goes into tbe school fund of such city. 
3. Where no contract has been made, a teacher's month is the calendar 
month, but a contract for twe!lty days of teaching in a month .would be legal. 
IOWA. 
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS. 
I. The majority of the legal electors of a district township have the power 
to determine for what purpose tb~ school bouses of such township shall be 
used, and they may, when legally assembled fur such purpose, declare that 
they may be used for religious services, Sabbath-schools, debating societies, 
temperance meetings, etc., and when ro declared, it is the duty of the Direc. 
tors to .open the house for such purpose, and is as clearly enjoined by law as 
though expressly provided by statute. The temporary use of a school house 
f<lr such purpose is not such a use 'as is in ~onflict with the constitution, Article 
I, Section. 3. 
2. Where A claimed the office of School District Treasurer, because he 
received the majority of votes on an informal ballot, and B claimed the office 
beca,use he received a majority ,?f yotes on a formal ballot, .held that B was 
legally elected anp. entitled to the office. 
MICHIGAN. 
HON. C. A. GoWER, SUPT. PuBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
I. A tuwnship superintendent, engaged in teaching school when his term 
of office expires, should immediately apply to his successor in office for exam. 
ination and obtain a teacher's certificate, else he becomes disqualified under 
the law, and cannot legally be paid any public mqney. 
2. Mere neglect of a district officer to perform duties enjoined by law 
does not create a vacancy in such office, but the township board may remove 
sucb officer, thereby creating a vacancy (sec. 136, school law). . 
3· A district oflfcer 'need not call a meeting upon request of five legal vo-
ten if tbe meeting is for an illegal purpose, and the director is not r!;quired 
to open the school·house for such a meeting.-Lansing RepubUea". 
WISCONSIN. 
HaN. W. C. WHITFORD, SUP'l·. PURLlC-INSTRUCTION. 
1. It is not necessary for the treasurer's bondsmen to be residents of the 
same township. 
2. A treasurer has no right to lend school funds under any circumstances. 
A refusal to pay over money in his hands, lawfully due, if demanded, is de-
clared to be embezzlement, and exposes him to imprisonment orfine. (See Sec. 
40418-4.421, Revised Statute). 
3. In a case where a clerk and direetor i~ued an order for work alleged 
to be done, of whl~ the treasurer lcnelV nothing, and threatened to sue the 
latter if he did not pay, it is held: That the work coul!i not ~ legally done 
without calling a mectiug to order it, and where tJiis was not done the treas. 
urer could not be compelled to pay. . 
• 4. Unless a teacher's contract specially provides otherwig, he cannot de-
mand any of his wages untillhe end of his time. . 
5· A treasurer is not justified'in-refusiug to pay an order-for the wages'· of 
a teacher who has been teachin& in a condempcd school house. The penalty 
is loss on the part of the distr!ct of school money from the state while using . 
such a school house. 
LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-Dr. W. S. Clark has resigned his office as President of the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College, and w~fl assume the management of the Woodruff Sci · 
entific Expedition. 
-Eberhard Faber, the representative in this country of tbe great house of A. 
W. Faber, and tbe founder -of lead-pencil manufacture in the United States, 
died at bis borne in New York City, March 2. 
A singular meteorologi~al phenomenon was observaqle in January in many 
parts of Switzerland_ Whil.e the temperature in the valleys and plains was 
low"the waters covered with ice and snow resting on the ground, a warm 
south wind prevailed in the uplands, and among the higher Alps, where the 
streams remained unfrozen and the snow almost disappeared. . 
-The last annual report of the State Superintendent of Publi.c Schools of 
Tennessee. Hon. Leon Trousdale, is commendable for its perspicuity, brevity, 
and simplicity. The usual burden of statistical tables is omitted, and only a 
reasonable and sensible statement of the condition and progress of education 
in the state during the year is given. 
-Colonel John G. James, Superintende;;-t of the Texas Military Institu'e of 
Austin, has prepared a collection of extracts from the writings of eminent 
Southern authors, with a view to their use for exercise in reading and oratory 
in Southern schools_ The work is published by A. S. Barnes & Co., New 
York. Although a school text-book, and thoroughly sectional, it will occupy 
a broader field than the Southern schools alone can offer as an admirable 
specimen of Southern literature of the present day_ 
~Emily S. O,keyhas written "Dialogues and Recitation Conversations," for 
the use of schools. The book consists of fifteen original dialogues and seven 
conversations, each brief, pointed, instructive, easily learned and entertaining. 
The ~ok is published by A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. Price 60 cents 
post· paid. 
-The expression of the press is very favorable to the Grand Educational 
Excursion to Europe, which is to be conducted by Dr. Eben Tourjee, the 
coming summer. His party last year \vas the largest ever taken from America, 
for such a purpose, and we undersfan4 that all were satisfied with the man-
agement. Several other parties are preparing to sail under responsible inan-
agers, announcements of which may be found from time to time in our adver-
tising columns. 
-St. Nicholas for March is, a' aiways, rich in instruction and amusement 
for the children, but, as Usual, its beautiful pages are disfigured by some gro-
tesque pictures which can scarcely be said to be either instructive or amusing 
to those too young to mterpret or understand tbem. 
-Among the many new journals which come to our desk every week, none 
has a more attractive appearance, less of crudeness and bad taste in its make-
up, or so much tbe air of finish and !'eatness peculiar to journals whic" have 
more or less of a successful history, as Th. Library a1Jd School, just publish-
ed at Columbus, Ohio. As its name implies, it I!; "a journal for the home," 
rather than th.e school, and if successive issues maintain the excellent charac-
ter of the-first, we predict for it a successful career. 
- Th. I1Jt.rnational R~inu for March contains several articles of interest 
to teachers of the higher grades, viz.: "The Administration and Civil Ser· 
vice Ref,!rm," by Edward Cary; "Sleep and Dreams," by Prof. N. S. Shaler;-
"Tbe Currency and the National"Banks," by George Walker; "A Forgotten 
Engli' h Poet," by Sidney Lanier; "Tbe Present Condition of the United 
States Navy 1. "; "Self Government in the Territories," by Decius S. Wade; 
"The Silver Conference and the Silver Question," by Simon Newcomb; 
"Critical Notices of Contemporary Literature;'" "A ~(view of English 
Books," by George Barrett Smith. . / 
-The Prince!,:n jievjaJ!.Jor March contains: "Religion and the State," 
bY tbe late Prof. Taylor Lewis; "The Genesis and Migrations of Plants," by 
Principal Dawson; " Ti)e Pulpit and Popular Skepticism," by Rev. Phillips 
~rooks; "Sentimental and Practical Politics," by Edward A. Freeman; 
' ;Thiers," by E. De :eressense; "Final Cause; M. Janet and Prof. Newcomb," 
by President ldc('..osh; "Contiuental Painting at Paris in 1878," by Philip 
Gilbert Hamerton; "Premillenarianism," by Rev. R. M. Patterson; "The 
Islands of the Pacific,:' by Sir Julius Vogel. 223 pages. "2 a ·year. 25 cents 
a number. A marvel of ~heapness an~ excellence. 
-The Connecticut House of Representatives has passed a bill taxing the 
-The-SehoDl Bulktin announces that "it is more than probabl~ the sixth property of educational, reli gious, and benevolent organizations which is not 
volume will begin as a weeKly." If--it ·does, look out for one of the best ed· • used for tbe purpose of said organizahons. Such property. has heretofore 
ucational journals ever published in this country. The only trouble with the b,een C)'empt from taxation. - - . 
Bulk,", II that it comes but once a month. But when it does come we aI. -1'I;Ie Woodruff Scientific Expedition will, it is stated, start from our shores 
'waJa get something. • ~ May 8,. if the required number of students is then made up. 
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TEARS AND GROANS. 
To II .. Edilors of lIlt Weeklv : 
As I was unavoidably absent Irom the meeting of the committee on com· 
parative examinations, I beg a corner of your paper in which to say ~ few 
words concerning primary work. 
As far as this member of the commIttee is concerned, the iate examination 
seemed to be a paradox in which both the sowing and the reaping were done 
in tears. 
Our teacher> and pupils looked hopefully. forward to the examination, and 
the interest felt in it by the pupils, even in the lowest grades, was refreshing. 
But alas I in our "general directions to teachers," there were two statements 
that crushed the enthusiasm out of many a primary school teacher. I. "The ' 
questions should be written upon the blackboard." 2. "Answers without 
work are not desired." 
Now I maintain that, for children doing their first year's work at school, it 
is "too much to require, that they read the question from the board, do all their 
reasoning about it, and write out the process, with a correct result. 
The conscientious teachers, who obeyed the letter of the law by writing the 
questions upon the board and trying to explain to their seven-year-olds that 
th"}' must not only put down the answers but show how they got the answers, 
found themselves questidned on every hand. And when they maintamed an 
unwonted silence, saying to their pupils, " It isn't fair to tell," they saw their 
"pansies" wither at once. The little hands and head,; dropped WIth discour· 
agement. Some wrung their hands and cried, and in a few instances the 
teacher cried too. I don't blame her. I woulrl have cried under the same 
circumstances. 
In my own school, where nothing was at stake, (as no member of the com· 
mittee was to be allowed to send work,) I held the examination according 
to my own idea, unhampererl by "general directions." I ruled a portion of 
the board exactly like a sheet of p~per, distributed the paper and pencils, 
stated just in what corner of the paper the name should be written, then 
wrote the remainder of the regulation heading upon the board, and the pupils 
copied it upon the paper. Then I placed a figure 1 in exactly the position I 
wanted it, and told my pupils to do the sam~ on their papers. I then said, 
"Now, on}he same line, make the figures from 1 to 9," which of course was 
correctly done, almost without exception. To the questions, "How many 2'S 
in 6? how many 3's in 6? some looked perplexed and said, "Why, I know, 
but 1 don't know how to put it down here." I merely said, "write just as you 
would on your slates." That was all I said about answers with work. Some 
wrote, 2+2+2=6, 3+3=6; and some answered 3, 2 2 2,-2,33, both of 
whi~h were perfectly intelligible to me, and either of which I would accept 
rather than quench all the hope and enthusiasm of a pupil when he is excited 
over a state examination. MARY JOHNSON. 
D ECATUR, ILL., March 10,1879. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-Teachers interested in the subjecCof geography should ,end to Charles 
'Scribner's Sons, 743 Broadway, New York, for a copy of "Circular Number 
1," recently issued by that house. It contains a fund of valuable inlormation. 
-One of the most successful of the numerous "Summer Schools" held in 
the west is that conducted by Prof. L. ·S. Thompson, at Purdue University. 
The fourth annual session will begin July 7. Prof. Tbompson is an artist and 
.. a scholar, and none will be disappointed in going to him for instruction. 
- Students expecting to enter Harvard University next fall will he glad to 
_ learn that it will not be necessary to make a trip to Cambndge·forthe purpose 
of 1!eing examined. According 10 announcement made this week in another 
. p'~ace, examinations will be held simultanously in Chicago and Cincinnati, 
June 26, 27, 28. Principals who have pupils prep~ring for college should 
·send at once to the Secretary at Cambridge for circulars of information. 
wood's Topical Analy sis was bound by them, and, like all their work, that 
speaks for itself. And yet that ' i~ scarcely better than what they call "fair." 
For a "lair". price they will do extra work, and for a 'Vtry low price they will 
do good "common" work. Their establishment is probably the largest and 
best equipped in the Northwest, and they stand, consequently, without a rival 
in that line of business. Write to them for estimates. 
-The third edition of W,dgwood's Topical Anaysis is now ready, as will 
appear from an advertisement on this page. All orders in hand have been 
filled to-day, and we are now ready to receive others. The work has heen 
in great demand, particularly throughout the state of Iowa. Institute Condu~­
tors have found it a great help in simplifying and expediting their work where 
the:time is limited. Where the book is. ordered in quantities a liberal discount 
is made from tbe publi shed price. . 
-Childhood's recognized rights and privileges are now vastly superio~ to 
those enjoyed by the children of a larger growth. It is but a few years since 
children had any · "rights which white men were bound to respect." Now 
legislation, social forces, and choicest literature are for them. Years ago 
children were "never tired," were ignored underlings, and fed on the mince-
meat of adult literature. The character 01 reading matter furnished schools 
and families tells 01 tbe century's progress. We are led to the above remarks 
upon examination 01 the ' Widt Awal", an Illustrated Magazine for Young 
Folks, published by D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, Mass, It is adapted to young 
people from ten to fifteen years of age; it is brilliant, and pure; its teachings 
are simple as the heart of a child and true as the promise of the All. Father. 
Child tastes are gratified by its variety and fascinating style. No hobgoblin 
tales distort its pages. Real nature, live boys and girls are portraye-d with the 
purest environments. While charmed with tbe Widt Awakt rearling matter, 
young people will be subjects 01 unconscious tuition in right living, true cuI. 
ture. This magazine is eminently proper for use in schools to supplement the 
familiar drill· matter of our scbool reading books. This is probably the only 
magazine which successfully meets this felt want of Wide Awake teachers. 
It is not like the newspaper expeljment, of doubtful or baneful intluence. 
With it judiciously used, reading exercises will cease to be a hateful monoto· 
ny, and become an interested, life· like expression. Its use can leave no stain 
on the soul. For those purposes, we can SCarce suggest an improvement. 
-Sabbath Schools and others interested will read the liberal offer made, 
in this issue, by the Peerless Organ Company, Port Colden, N. J. The low 
price combined with the high character of the organ can be explained only on 
theJ heory of immense sales. All concede the necessity of instrumental mu· 
sic in Sabbath Schools. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Compiled from the Publishers' Weekly.] 
[P,,6IisJurs ma)' secure aJe a1",o"1ICmu ,,t of tnn',. flew /J,,/J/icaliom ,'" tlu's weekly lid 
6)1 ,re"d;,,¥" Copt'lS to tht editor. It is desiraIJu lnat a /"I[ ducriJtio1l 0/ Hie bOOR itt· 
cl'lldi"r "rice, sho,,/d accomja1lY n. Mort t Xlt tuUll " o/lees w ill 6, , ,,ade 0/ swi.. tU 
;OIUSS nurit. or are q/ i,uered ttl ttachers. 
A"y 6 •• " ,,,.,,,,,1 .... llou lui "'"1' h oIl"i .. 1I by 'o,.",.rlli .. g liu iric, I. liu ;"6116"· 
,trs 4TH. EDUCATIONAL WUKLY.] 
- ----- - -
ADAlt!S, V!. Davenport. Famous books; sketches in the highways and bywaya of 
English hterature. 9' 3S .. P. , UlnO, d . N. Y.; R . Wort",.,lgtolt .... ........................ $l SO 
Fourteen pape~ fo r the young student and genera l reader : s'lce tches of the his tory, 
character an~. tendency of the following books, etc ; More's UUtopia; " Fox's " Book 
of Martyr's; lhe fi rst English tragedy and comedy ' Ascham's " Schoolmaster ." ~Idne.f'.s uArc;a~ia ;u OverDury's "Characters;" Qu~rles' uEmblems;" Brow~'s 
Rellf lo MediCI ;" Pepys ' U Diary ;" Selden' s "Table T alk ., ' Steelc's "Tatler ' " 
Defoe s "Robinson Crusoe ;" Ches terfield' s "Letters ;" Lamb'; "Essays of EHa ." • 
~LACK, \V; Goldsmith. (Ellglish men of letters, ed. by J. \forley. )cl. 1· 15::1P 
. l ::Imo N . Y.: Harjer & O1'os .... ........................ ...... ... ...... ....................... -.. ..... .... 1S 
l:ife an~ literary labors of Oliver, Goldsmith ; brieRy written for general readers; de • 
scnbes hiS school andcol1e,edays, ,dleness , and foreign travel early struggles beginning 
or authorship. personal traits . production oL"The Vicar or'Wakefield." u"The ,ooa· 
natured mau/' "Deserted ",lIage," or·She stoops to conquer:' etc. • 
CHAMBERS, Rob. ,d. Cyclopedia of Enelish literature:; a history, critical and bio-
graphical, of British and American authors\ with specimens of their writinp . Tlilrd 
ed , rev. by Roli. Carruthers;; in 8 v., vo . I~ At:me etl. 9-: .. 06P 24mo cl., $,2:,"S 
to 'S.g:S for the complete work. -N. Y .: A'fUncan {Jook E xcuqe ....................... .. 
ul1~b~~g~d~'!!r ~~~~~:.;. :~tn~~ii~~~~r~~~ouiaini~g aU the text, unaltered and 
CRABB, G : English synonyms explained ill alphabetical o~tr : With illustrations 
and examples drawn from the best writers : to which is now added an index to th~e 
words ; new ed with add. and correction. 8S6P. 8vo cI. No Y., Harl tr & BrM. 1879 12 50 
New edition of a standard work from new plates ; the best edition yet published . 
. HOSMER. Ja. K . Short history of German literature. 11-$91 P 8vo d. Sf. L ON" : 
G. / . ~OM.f & CD., IB1Q .. .. . .. ...... . ... ..... .. .. . .. .... . . .... .. .. . .... .. .... ...... .... . . ... ..... . .. ...... _ .. 2 '15 
- .~._ Music in schools is inevitable ; the imPortant question is, what shall the 
niusic be? and how shall it be taught? In Boston these questions were an· 
swered nearly fiftee n years ago by the adoption of the National Music Com"$( : 
pr~pared by such celebrated writers as Mason, Eichberg, Sharland, and Holt. 
Teachers who have been inquiring of us what they should use in teaching the 
elements of ~usic in the lower grades of schools, and principals who desire a 
systematic and scientific course of instruction in music for all the grades, will 
4!>. weJI to send to Ginn and Heath,46 Madison Street, Chicago, for a full 
desCriptive catalogue. 
- -W~ can recommend without reservation the book-binding firm whose ad-
v:rtisement appears this week in our columns. The. neW' edition of Wedg- -
I~ twenty-eiJZht chapters, treating of the Nielbelungcn"'Lied; Gudrun f the Minnesin-
gers" , the devc1o~ment of prose ; the Hasteninlt~ : Luther In literature ; the thirty 
~ears war;; J.A::U~Dg: ~OPSlOCk, Wieland, and Herder; Goethe; SchUler: 'the roman-
tic school ; Hemnch Heine ; the modern era' ; German style. . 
HUNTINGTON, F . D. Unco_ious tuition. 45 P.sq" 4J.O. '(School-room clU lles 
DO. I.) pap. S;yr4CtUI, N . Y.: DtJuU, BtJrtll", & CD., 1878 __ ....................... _.: %5 
PUBLISHERS' ·DEPAR TMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY will be furnished or 
BO~~Dd c~~ru~:c~oru~~~7~hH:'tF~:!c~~~~U:J:~i1t stamp, 
can be had for '5-00. Covers alone, 7S cents. 
If notice is lent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the ",xt number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the """,6IT of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your pa~er. always 
gIVe the postoffice and state Fro", which you wish the ad~ 
dresl ~hanged. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (SO Nos.), '3.00 WIthIn 30 days, ,..SO. 
Six months (25 Nos.), 1.75 U ff 1.50. 
In clubs of five, I year. 2.50 2 . 25 . 
ff U ten, If 2 . 25 2.00. 
Three months to nntJ subscribers, 60 cents in adrlance. 
WJSCONSIN EDITJON (month~y), So cents a year in advance. 
SlnJrle oople. Cor oale at Smith'. Book and New. 
Store, 122 Dearborn St •• Chio&Jo. 
d!~i!bctn~hi~h t~~~d s~:V~ :~~e~~~~1:r~l~ :~n~es:~~ 
on account of subscriptionS{ 
Remittances should be sent by r?,lstered letter, draft
t 
or 
p~:~~: l~dAa:;Sd,~kr.ab~ l~ ;,,~i :1;;;:-;; !;i'~; 
'or col/,ctitm. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per Hne, agate meuure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
In '~~~li!~:~tiD~~~:t~::~,' :; cCee:t~ : l~i::.. Special Notices 
Advertisements running One month or more will appear in 
all the different monlhly ,ditloHs of the WEEKLY, which are 
published for local circulation in the various states. 
Special ra tes {or twelve, six, and .three months' contracts. 
Orders from strangers must be paid onthly in advance. 
Addreu all communications to ' 
S. R. WINCHELI; 8< CO. Publlshen, 
8, A. hland Block, cor. Clark and Randolph SII'
1 Chlca&o, II . 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St.. Chicago. 
Manufacturen and dealen in 
All K£n.ds 0/ Paper. 
Manufacturon 01 the 
Piltent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and BuilCling 
Paper. 
Samples sent' on application 
. Suplee's Trench on Words. 
Arro'iocl for Class-Book. From lat .. t revised EniUsh Ed. 
By T. D. Suplee. '2mo, """ pp .• Il.lI5. 
Prof. HUNT (Eng. LIt.), Princeton Colleie. writes: 
"It liijljli'u 4 ""d tAat lac" I,,",," 0./ f Trnu'J' AM 6"" Jurd%rl o611l'ed to ",", 'itt "is tlUJII WIIJ', ."d tulth 
much I_IIu ,,,./,,IIS' <Ii,. 6 __ k/,,1I <Ii pr_/il t_ 6,p"",r. 
ill tAl dud)' 0/ La,,~." 
Copies for examination, by mall, postpaid, for '1.00. 
If W. J. WIDDLETON. Pw6 •• °7 Howard St .. N. Y. 
. ·TEACBERS WANTED .:::ft..O:J:r :.= 
the Sprlq ""d S""'''',,.. For full particulan, 
err Adelia. J. C. McCURDY It COuCht ... o, ilL 
PLAYS Tabl .. "". DIal"",... RecI\&!!_1 Col""'" • FIre. Wlp. Mouoliocha. etc. \AIaI __ t 
free by HAPPY HOURS CO .• NO.5 !leek ...... SL, N. Yl 
au:. to GI .. O per clay at bome. Sam~ .. worth '5 _. 
.,. .,,, AddnU 811uon.1t Co •• Portlaall. '-.. [ce.. 
The Educational Weekly. [Number log 
W edgwood' s Topical Analysis. 
NI'W and Enlarged Edih'on now Ready. 
TOPICAL ANALY~IS of Descriptive Geography. United States History. 
Practical Arithmetic. Physiology and Hygiene. Physical Geography. Eng-
lish Grammar. and Penmanship. For use in Common Schonls, Normal 
Schools, and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Edition, pp. IIS. By GEORGE 
S. WEDGWOOD, Superintendent of Sc1\P<>1s at Atlantic. Iowa. Price So 
cents. Chicago: S. R. Winchell & Co. 
The Third Edition of this popular work is now ready for delivery. It has been enlarged 
by the addition of an analys is of the subjects of Physical Geograpby, English Grammar. 
and Penmanship. It is the most convenient and useful book yet written for Institute, normal 
i~b~!;:':~t~ri~i-:h~:h~~~ ~1;~~~!O~pp~~d S~~thC~sn~f:r~~!~~b~k~IYorO~~~~ed{t Sl~ !:ei~ 
:~~~bd~he~~~ ~~nif~x~n,:k:~~~:il~ iSI~~::::\~ailiaen~~~~h~or c~huen l:r~~!t~~b~; :~~ 
time of cOp'ying on the &Iackboard, or of dictating, an outline for review or recitation, and 
to the pupils the immense burden of writing tbe outline down for their own use. They are 
kOl~ i:~~~e~~r °Je~d~~~~ ~':;; ~d ~~~;~~e ~~~~oe~fl~reI~~~~pl~ingg t~~i~:r.r . 1. v which 
. , ,. TESTiMONIALS. 
The followir lt are a feW' of the opimons exprc:ssed conce~nin$' the previous editions.; 
"I find it wen adapted to the purposes for which you design It, and can most hea rtily rec-
ommend it to teachen and students." -Miss A66ie Gifford •. MarskalltO"Wn, Iowa. 
"For the use of students somewhat advanced, ana particularly the reviews, I consider 
it a work of practical value:·-Ho .. A/ollso A6~rnet"J'. 
til am muck pleased with the parts I have examined. * • • I particularl), like your' 
division of our history lnto four periods. It is the most easy and the only "alural divislon. 
The arraDgement of Geography is most excelleDt. In Physiolo~ and Hygiene the best 
topical arrangement 1 have everseen."-Sarah E . Afclnloslt, Yoltel, 111. . 
ff~' our TOjical AnalJlsis is good. I like it."-Sult. Aaron Cove. Denver, Col. 
hI have glVen the work especial attention. I believe It possesses real merit, as the sub-
jects arc arranged, not only tojicallJl, but systematically, and it can not fail materially to 
benefit a.), teacher, but especIally tbose who have had but a limitedexerience in teaching.''' 
-D. G. Perkins, DuMomu,lowa. 
"1 have been using it for the past two or three years, and am very much pleased with it. 
1 think my pupils. under that plan. gain a t least one-half more practical k.nowledge than 
under any other plan I have ever used. They not only advance rapidly, but sec!m to ~ake 
Pl~A!;'~~~1a~~~fb!We~ee~~~: ~ath:~~~-;fri ;;v~f~~cl:niabor on the art of teach-
ers, and will prove, In the hands of pupils, a great savin, to the patrons of the schools, by 
~f,:i:!t::::~':n~'Jitndforaunjformltyoftext.books.' --·Hon. Yas. P. Slade, StaleS.;t. 
"1 find it an excellent httle book, and would recommend it to teachers wishing to review." 
Eilts L. Cli"ljelter,lronll1l, O. EI;,:1 ~·~~~~itrood'. TO;lCal Allal}'sis a very great help to ' s tand ing alone. " -- So C.Bond, 
Retail rrice. 50 cenll . Discount to the trade. Copies for examination sent postpaid on 
rc~~'r:S5 rth~~utli~h~rs~o attention paid to 8.dB~ wmcifE~j~ ~ ~1~l.~Ct·lcagO, Ill . 
THE form below is that of the two sides of a Recitation and Report Card combined. . It is a very 
convenient device for handling large classrs. calling on rUpils at random without being obliged to think 
of the name beforehand. or giving the pupils any idea 0 who is !o be called on. and. at tbe same time. 
having the means of marking right in one's hand. Each class should be represented by a pack. and 
the packs may he 01 dilfere_nt colors. This card is the invention of Supt. Doty. of Chicago. 
If apy of our readers, desire to use them, a supply will be sent by the publishers of the WEEKLY on 
receipt of '1.00 per hundred. 
FACE OF CARD. BACK OF CARD. 
MONTHLY REPORT TO PARENTS, 
For the SOHooL MONXH of ........................ , ............ · II Hcad.1 Spell. I Write.J Gram. I Gcog.lllise. !nth. HilL 
Room ............. ...... _ .................................................. _ ....... 8chool. ~1:ii1 "---T-..:....+--i~-+--.;:.+--+-.:4-...;.;.. 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE. 
Number of half-days Absent. 
Number of times Tardy, -
Number of times ................ _ ..... _ 
Number of times ........................ . 
SCHOOL DEPORTHENT. 
limber of TIma mmrb&nct baI bHlI CmIe4 
By Idleness. I _ 
By Carelessness. 
By Whispering, -
By .. ___ _ 
By .... _ ....... _ ... __ ._ ...... _._ 
SCHOL.Ul8HIP AVERAGE AND RANK. 
General Average ot the Class. ' -
Average of Pupil for the Month. 
Number of Pupils iii the Class, 
R:mk in Clsss. _ t _ .• • • 
General Progresa ............. :;: .. _ ............................................... .. 
............. - ........ , .. _ ... _--.. _-... ; ................. =. ......................................... . 
... -....................... -................................ __ ...................... Teacher. 
&be":::i':~~~-::=~Cs.~~ltPan:f= Ntanllt to tbe~. 
--·-·.-..... -"------____ Par:elff • 
::=ill_I:;I~! J ...  !=J ::~I_== 
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